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T7PXR/T7XC Software Update Method
Whenever improvements and new functions are available, the software of your T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC 

shown on our website. You can download it and make a copy on your microSD card.  Below is the 
procedure for the software update.

Procedure for the software update
Caution: Before you update the software, the battery that is connected to the  T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC 
should be fully charged.

Note:  During the software update, the model data that is stored in the  T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC should 
be kept without any change.  (NOT erased and NOT changed.)  However, for your safety, making a 
backup of your model data before the software update is highly recommended.

1. Download the zip file of the update data 
from our website.

2.

3. The "FUTABA" folder will be created on your 
computer.

4. Copy the "FUTABA" folder onto your 
microSD card.

 Note: If the microSD card has already had 
"another FUTABA" folder before you make a 
copy, the "FUTABA" folder is OVERWRITTEN.

5. Insert the microSD card with "FUTABA" 
folder that contained the update software 
into the SD card slot on your T7PXR/T7PX/
T7XC radio transmitter.

6. Turn on the transmitter power whi le 

pressing down the "HOME" button.  The 
update screen appears on the LCD display 
of your T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC and the software 
update is started.

7. When the software update is completed, 

"Completed" message is shown on the LCD 
display of your T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC.  (See 
attached picture.)

8. Turn off the power switch of your T7PXR/
T7PX/T7XC and remove the microSD card 
from the card slot.

Possible Problems
When one of the error messages shown below 
appears on the LCD screen of your T7PXR/

T7PX/T7XC, the software update will not be 
completed.

"Low battery."
Software update is postponed because of low 
battery.  Retry the software update after the 
battery is recharged.

The T7PXR/

the update files have been copied onto the 
microSD card.

The T7PXR/

another transmitter.

"Write error."
The software update procedure is stopped for 
an unknown reason.  Contact your local ser-
vice center when this error message appears 
on the LCD screen of your T7PXR/T7PX/T7XC.

HOME button
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V8.0

Menu screen

  Tap the [Ratio] on the throttle mode screen. The mode list ap-

pears on the Throttle mode menu screen.

 Tap the [Normal] or [Ratchet] to select the type of stick to use.

3  When set to [Normal], the operation ratio of the forward side 

and the brake (reverse) side is selected from "Forward 50: Brake 

50" / "Forward 70: Brake 30" / "Forward 100: Brake 0".

When set to [Ratchet], select the operation ratio of the forward side and the brake (reverse) side from "50: 0 (ESC)" 

/ "100: 0 (servo)".

- 50: 0 (ESC)

 The throttle stick is in the slowest position, and the throttle channel is in neutral. It is recommended when using ESC for throttle.

- 100: 0 (servo)

 The throttle stick is at the slowest position, and the throttle channel is at the slowest position It is recommended when using a servo for the 

throttle.

Forward 50: Brake 50 Forward 70: Brake 30

Forward 50: Brake 0

Forward 100: Brake 0

Normal Ratchet

Forward 100: Brake 0
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(Preparation)

- Connect the receiver and gyro according to the connection diagram below. 
* The connection diagram is a reference diagram for selecting the gyro link connection method. Please read the gyro instructions for details 

or cautions.

- Turn on the power switch PWR of the transmitter to display the Gyro Link screen.
* Note that this cannot be used with the display switch DSP. 

- Turn on the receiver power switch.

(Gyro read)

When you open the Gyro Link screen from the Accessory menu or Custom menu, the connection method selec-

tion screen is displayed. Tap the button according to the connection method between the gyro and the receiver.

The Gyro type and currently set contents are read.

V7.0

If "Failed" is displayed on the screen, communication 

with the gyro has not been performed normally. 

Check receiver, gyro and battery connections, 

transmitter and receiver power switches, and repeat 

reading.

Home

When not using S.BUS connection, 

select 

* When the S.BUS connection is 

not used, the gyro data switching 

function cannot be used, so only 

is displayed.

When using S.BUS connection, 

select 

GYD550

Connect the power supply 
of the receiver to the B/C 
connector or each of CH1 
to CH4.

GYD550

Connect the power supply 
of the receiver to the S.BUS2 
connector or each of CH1 
to CH4.

*



(Writing to Gyro)

Execute this function to write the setting data to the Gyro.

Tap the setting item [Write] on both the Basic setting screen and the 

Gyro data screen. After "Read Please wait" is displayed, an electronic 

sounds and writing ends. Be sure to write after changing the settings.

- If "Failed" is displayed on the screen, communication with the gyro has not been 

performed normally. Check receiver, gyro and battery connections, transmitter and 

receiver power switches, and repeat [Write].

- Refer to "Setting method of each item" for the contents of the setting data.

4  (Initialization)

Write the factory set Gyro setting data to the connected the Gyro. Tap [Reset] on the 

- If "Failed" is displayed on the screen, communication with the gyro has not been performed normally. 

Check receiver, gyro and battery connections, transmitter and receiver power switches, and repeat [Reset].

:

The gyro setting data is divided 

into the Basic setting and Gyro 

data (1 to 5) screens and dis-

played by the method shown on 

the right.
- When the S.BUS connection is not 

used, the gyro data switching function 

cannot be used, so only [Gyro data 1] is 

displayed.

Tap the [Value], the setting value will be displayed in blue, and [-] and [+] will be displayed at the bottom of the 

screen. Touch [+] and [-] to set the data. In the case of selection type, touch the item to switch the data.

Display data list

and [-].

Gyro sensor response setting.
* Low  Middle  High speeds up response.

* In high mode, using the dead band angle is too small, the servo will work 

continuously, but there is no problem in running. However, if strong the 

servo will work continuously occurs, set to middle or low mode.

Limit
Adjustment function of maximum steering 
angle.
* Operate the steering and adjust the left and right 

separately so that the maximum steering angle is 

obtained as long as the tires do not interfere with 

the arms.

* If the adjustment value of the limit is small (the max-

imum steering angle is not adjusted), it becomes 

easier to spin.

* During limit adjustment, the steering angle is am-

plified by 1.5 times, but this is not a malfunction. 

However, perform drive after completing the limit 

adjustment.
Gyro internal control gain switching.
* High gain is 1.5 times more sensitive than standard gain.

* Normally set to standard. 

Set to high gain if increasing the sensitivity setting of 

the transmitter to the maximum value is not enough. 

Neutral adjustment function of the steering 
servo.
* Do not use transmitter trim and sub trim. Make the 

neutral setting with a gyro.

Gyro control direction setting.
* If the car is turned to the left by hand steering 

goes out on the right.

plified by 1.5 times, but this is not a malfunction. 

However, perform drive after completing the limit 

adjustment.

Set to SR mode.
* Set the SR compatible servo to SR only when using SR 

mode.



The gyro data setting screen has two pages, and the page can be a switch with the page switching button on the 

upper right.  Also, data can be set independently in each gyro operation mode (normal / AVCS).

The AVCS / NORMAL modes setting.
The gyro has 2 operating modes: NORMAL mode and AVCS mode. 

* NORMAL: The driver needs to perform counter-steer  Operation opposite to the turn direction.

* AVCS: The gyro performs countersteer  Steer in the turn direction.

Damper
Hunting suppression

The higher the value, the stronger the hunting 

suppression. However, it will feel like the servo 

response has worsened.

Adjust the servo response due to the ef-

of the Damper and the slower the servo speed.

* The higher the value, the slower the Damper will 

operate and the better the response, but the more 

likely it is that hunting will occur.

Tail slide speed
Adjust the speed of the tail slide (shake 
the tail) when driving.
* Decreasing the numerical value decreases 

the speed of the tail slide, and increasing the 

numerical value increases the speed.

steering operation.

Adjustment of intervention ratio of steer-
ing operation to gyro control.

When the numerical value is increased, the 

* The steering response feels fast.

The function to adjust servo speed for steering operation 
(same the function as servo speed of the transmitter).
* The smaller the value, the slower the servo speed.

Eight points of gain can be set up to the 
endpoint based on neutral.
* It is set in conjunction with left-right symmetry.

* The vertical cursor line moves in con-

junction with the operation of the 

steering.

-  Connect the gyro to the S.BUS2 terminal of the receiver. 

- The gyro mixing function must be enabled.

On the Gyro mixing 1/2 screen, set the func-

tion to ON.

On the Switch select screen, select the switch 

you want to use for data switching.

3  On the function selection screen, assign the 

gyro data to be used from [Gyro data 1] to 

[Gyro data 5].



* Please contact Acuvance for details of Xarvis / XarvisXX functions.

On the Gyro mixing 1/2 screen, set the func-

tion to ON.

On the Trim/Dial select screen, select the 

switch you want to use for data switching.

3  On the function selection screen, assign the  

[Gyro data].

On the Gyro mixing 1/2 screen, set the func-

tion to ON.

Display 2/2 of the gyro mixing screen. A list 

of conditions and gyro data is displayed. Tap 

the condition to be set.

3  Select the gyro data to be assigned to the 

condition.

Gyro mixing status indicator

Home

Select [MC970CR / Xarvis] when us-

ing Futaba MC970CR or Acuvance 

Xarvis, and select [XarvisXX] when 

using Acuvance XarvisXX.

* For Futaba ESC MC960CR, MC950CR, MC851C, MC602C, MC402CR, etc., please choose Other.

* MC970CR is available only in the Japanese market. (As of April 2020)



" "

to the situation.

function.

"Point 2": Display between high rate and middle rate

"Point 1": Display between middle rate and low rate

(Preparation)

- Display the "D/R, ATL" screen from the linkage menu or custom menu.

(Function ON/OFF)

Tap "Throttle rate" (ON) or (OFF) to select ON/OFF.

"OFF": Throttle rate function OFF

"ON": Throttle rate function ON

-

V6.0

 (Throttle rate adjustment)

Tap the value button of the "Throttle rate", value input buttons appear 

on the screen and use the [+] and [-] buttons to adjust the throttle rate 

amount.

When the ON / OFF switch 

is set with the switch select 

function, the operation 

state of the throttle rate 

function can be displayed 

as ON or OFF.



The display can be turned 

Tap the  button for "

max." to reset the maximum 

value indicated by the white 

pointer on the meter on the 

home screen. At the same time, 

the "Min" and "Max." displays on 

each telemetry setting screen are 

reset.

-

 (Change home screen display)

Tap or on the home screen display to 

select.

In the meter displayed on the home screen, the white pointer indicates the maximum 

value, and the red arrow indicates the current value.

 (Meter type setting)

Select in the home screen display settings. Tap the meter to be set on the home screen to 

select it. Use the following procedure to select the data to be displayed.

Home Menu screen Accessory menu screen

Normal Instrument panel

Other

V5.0



 Display "Receiver setting" screen from "Linkage menu" or "User menu".

Set the system to "Mini-Z T-FHSS".

Bring the transmitter and the receiver close to each other, within 20 inches (half meter).

Turn on the receiver.

 Touch [Link] on the transmitter T7PX / T7XC screen, you will hear a chime sound and T7PX / T7XC will enter the 

link mode for 20 seconds. 

3  Push the receiver side push switch for about 2 seconds or more.

4  Release the Link SW. 

LED 2 seconds solid  Blink

Touch the [Close] button on the link screen of the transmitter to cancel the link mode.

5  Completed with LED solid the receiver.

-  If there are many T-FHSS Mini-Z systems turned on in close proximity, your receiver 

might have difficulty establishing a link to your transmitter. This is a rare occurrence. How-

ever, should another T-FHSS Mini-Z transmitter/receiver be linking at the same time, your 

receiver could link to the wrong transmitter. This is very dangerous if you do not notice 

this situation. In order to avoid the problem,we strongly recommend you to double check 

whether your receiver is really under control by your transmitter.using and confirm the 

operation.

V4.0



The condition function has been enhanced.

 Display "Condition" screen from "Linkage menu" or "User menu".

 (Function ON/OFF)

Tap mode (ON) or (OFF) to select ON / OFF.

"OFF" :Function OFF

"ON" :Function ON

3  Tap the [Condition] button to change the number of available conditions.

A list of condition numbers is displayed in the "Condition name" group box. Up to 4 conditions can be used.

 This function allows you to assign a fifteen character name to each 

condition.

 From the "Condition Name" list, tap the condition button whose 

name you want to change. 

 Since the condition name setting screen is displayed, edit the name.

3  Tap the title button [Condition name] to return to the condition 

screen.

 This function copies condition data to other conditions.

 Tap the [copy condition] button. The condition copy screen will be displayed.

 Tap the �Copy from� [Condition name], select the sondition list so it will tap.  The source condition is select-

ed and the list is closed. 　In the same way, use the "Copy to" condition button to select the copy destination 

condition.



3
select [No]. When the copy destination condition name becomes the same name as the copy source, copying is 

complete.

 This function sets the switch to change the condition. There are two kinds of change methods as follows.
- With one switch, change the Condition 1 and Condition 2.

- Assign a condition to each switch, and operate the switch to change the condition.

 Tap the [Switch select] button to display a "Switch select" screen. (The "Switch select" screen can also be dis-

played from the "Linkage menu" or the "User menu".)

 Tap the switch you want to use to display the function selection screen. By selecting [Condition 1 2] from the 

function list, you can change Condition 1 and Condition 2 by operating the switch. If you select [Condition 1] to 

[Condition 4] for each switch, you can change to the condition assigned by each switch operation.

 This function can change the condition by trim or dial. By operating Trim or Dial, you can change the condition as 

Condition 1  2  3  4 or 4  3  2  1.

 Tap the [Trim / Dial select] button to display the "Trim / Dial select" screen. (The "Trim / Dial select" screen can 

also be displayed from the "Linkage menu" or the "User menu".)

 Tap the trim or dial you want to use to display the function selection screen. Since the function selection screen 

is displayed, select [Condition] from the function list.

If you display the "Switch Select" 

screen f rom the "Condit ion" 

screen, tap the title button [Switch 

Setting] to return to the "Condi-

tion" screen.

If you display the "Trim/ Dial Se-

lect" screen from the "Condition" 

screen, tap the title button [Switch 

Setting] to return to the "Condi-

tion" screen.



" "

V3.1

V3.0

Example:

The trim/dial is assigned to the gyro mixing function.

The value of the gyro gain is 

indicated  to the top of the 

screen for several seconds.

"MC (ESC) link"

For ESC in the past, please 

choose Other.



V2.3
*Improvement in SR mode setting*

to SR mode.

V2.2

Before the improvement

" "

-

-

After the improvement

" "

-

-

" " on the dis-



V2.0
" "

Set the RF type to T-FHSS system type and link transmitter and receiver. 

(Refer to instruction manual pages 37 to 38)

When the link is completed, power cycle the receiver.

You can check the software version on the receiver screen.

Please update the receiver to below version 2.0.

In the wireless setting, there is a danger that a car (boat) can become unexpectedly uncontrollable, because 
the servo temporarily stops working during communication. For safety, in case of electric car (boat), please set 
with driving wheel (boat propeller) not touching the road surface (water surface). Also, in the case of an inter-
nal combustion engine car (boat), be sure to stop the engine before entering wireless set-up mode.

NOTE:

-

channel of the receiver.

  When using "S.BUS / S.BUS2" servo with 

steering mixing (Instruction manual page 

103) with a twin servo specification car 

such as 1/5 GP car, in the channel setting 

function (Instruction manual page 75), 1st 

channel and 2nd channel are set to steer-

ing, both servos can be wirelessly set.

HOME Menu Linkage menu Receiver

Home button



" "

  The transmitter�s power switch turns on the PWR side and outputs radio waves. Wireless setting are not be used 

The S.BUS servo screen is displayed in the following way.

Home Menu screen Accessory menu screen

 Tap the [Read] button. The notes on wireless setting are displayed. Tap 

the [Close] button.

Once this screen is displayed, it will not be displayed again until you turn 

the power back on.

 Touch the channel in which the servo to be set is connected and read the 

setting data from the servo.
 - Communication port :T7PX communication port (conventional wired setting).

 - Wireless 1 (Rx Ch1) :Receiver channel 1

 - Wireless 2 (Rx Ch2) :Receiver channel 2

-"Reading succeeded" is displayed on the screen and the servo�s ID cord and currently set 

contents are read.

- If "Failed" is displayed on the screen, communication with the servo is not being per-

formed normally. 

 Check the T7PX and servo connection to servo and repeat . (Check receiver power 

supply etc.)



V1.2

Communication port. 

Cover

Receiver battery

（The receiver power supply can be connected 

to the S.BUS2 connector or each of CH2-4.）

- Insert the micro SD card that contains the "FUTABA" folder into the T7PX (see page 31 of the manual).

Turn on the DSP or PWR switch of T7PX and display the receiver update screen.

- If red and green do not turn on at the same time, please start over from the beginning.

Update method

Home Menu screen
Menu-1

System menu screen

Push switch 

(Link switch)
LED

It connects to CH1 of the re-

ceiver and the communica-

tion port of the transmitter.



 Tap the "Update" button on the screen. The update will start. A progress 

bar will be displayed indicating the progress. The LED of the receiver 

turns green, and it blinks green for a moment every time it accepts data 

from the T7PX.

- Do not turn off the power of T7PX while updating.

3  When the update is completed, a message is displayed  on the screen, 

and the LED of the receiver stays flashing green. Please turn off the 

power of the receiver.

Please check the operation before running (cruising).

Note:

 While pressing the PS6 switch, turn on the transmitter power.

2
displayed.

3
will be initialized, please re-set the data and check the operation carefully before use. To 

- After initialization, the current model data will be initialized, so please set the data again before using and con-

4

Error

.
- The cable is disconnected.

- 

PS6


